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Abstract
In thiswork,weprimarily present spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE) study onPr2CuO4 (PCO) thinfilms, a
parent compoundof electron-doped cuprate superconductors. The c-aixs orientationfilmswith various
superconducting transition temperatureTc0were preparedby a chemicalmethod,which are single
phase and good crystallinity verified byx-ray diffraction. The imaginary part of dielectric function (εi) of
PCOwas investigatedby SEusing a four-layer opticalmodel in the photon energy range from1.55 to
4.13 eV.Throughfitting the secondderivative spectra of εi via critical pointmodel, wefind that the
charge-transfer gap exists in PCOsystemand,more importantly, this gap has a negative relationship
withTc0. This viewpoint demonstrates that the charge-transfer gapwouldmerge togetherwith the
electrons doping in PCOandopens a door tounderstand thenature of cuprate superconductors.

1. Introduction

Thematerialswith the formulaofRE2CuO4 (RE=rare earth ions) are theparent compoundsof cupratehigh transition
temperature (high-Tc) superconductors. It is commonly accepted that superconductivity inparent compounds
emerges after dopingholes toT-phasewith theCu–Ooctahedra (formedby sixoxygenatoms surroundingone copper
atom)ordoping electrons toT′-phasewith theCu–Osquare (formedby fouroxygenatoms surroundingone copper
atom), respectively [1]. ForT′-phase, cation substitutionhasbeen long considered as theonlyway toprepare electron-
doped superconductors.However, in 2008,Matsumoto et al reported that the superconductivity inparent compounds
of electron-dopedcuprateswas achievedwithout any cation substitution [2]. This discoverymay redraw thephase
diagramandpave away foruncovering themechanismofhigh-Tc superconductors.

The parent compounds of cuprates are believed to belong to a class ofmaterials known as charge-transfer
insulators (orMott insulators) [3]. Thematerials, which are predicted to bemetallic by band theory, are actually
insulators due to theCoulomb repulsion [4]. dCu x y2 2-‐ orbital level is split effectively into the upper and lower
Hubbard bands by a correlation energyU.WhenO-2p band locates betweenU, the gap ofO-2p band to upper
Hubbard band is indicated to charge-transfer gap [5]. In 2002, Armitage et al revealed the charge-transfer band
for thefirst time byAngle-Resolved Photoemission Spectroscopy [4]. However, how the charge-transfer gap or
band changewith doping electrons in parent compoundswith superconductivity remain actively discussed.

Opticalmeasurements can offer not only the low-lying intraband transition, but also the interband
transitions fromoccupied to unoccupied states, thus it has been become a powerful tool to research the charge-
transfer gap. In 2006,Wang et al demonatrated that the chemical potentialmoves into the conduction band as
theNd2−xCexCuO4 (0�x�0.20) single crystal is doped by electrons by optical reflectivity [6]. In 2010, Pisarev
et al invistigated the complex optical dielectric function (ε=εr+iεi) in several kinds of parent compounds of
electron-doped cuprates and obtained the electric-dipole-allowed charge-transfer gap values by spectroscopic
ellipsometry (SE)method [7]. However, the samples in previous expriments are not focus on the parent
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compoundswith superconductivity, whichmay lead to the fact that the conclusions are indirect and incomplete
in somewhat.Moreover, as a nondestructive and accurate opticalmethod, SE canmeasure the amplitude and
phase information simultaneously [8] and has become a suitable way to determine the complex dielectric
function for kinds ofmaterials [9–12]. Therefore, in this work, the charge-transfer gap of parent compounds
Pr2CuO4 (PCO)with superconductivity are studied by SE, which can provide the direct evidence for that how
the charge-transfer gap varywith doping electrons in parent compound PCO system.

PCOthinfilmswithdifferentTc0were synthesizedbypolymer assisteddeposition (PAD)method.X-ray
diffraction (XRD)wasused to characterize lattice struture andc-aixs lattice constant, and atomic forcemicroscope
(AFM)offers the roughness layer information for SEdata analysis. SEwas employed to investigatePCOsamples’
dielectric functions, andcritical point (CP)modelwasused toobtain the charge-transfer gapvalue forPCOthinfilms
throughfitting the secondderivative spectra of εi.Wefind the gapvaluesdecrease as theTc0 increases.This
phenomenondeclears that theband structurewouldmove andmerge together as the electronsdoping inPCOsystem.
Therefore,weprovide apossibleway touncover themechanismof the superconductivity inparent compounds.

2. Experimentalmethod

2.1.Materials
PCO thin filmswere grown on (00l)-orientation SrTiO3 (STO) substrates by PADmethod. In the precursor
polymer solution, Pr andCunitrates offer themetal ion andweremixed at a certain stoichiometric. The organic
polymer compounds are frompolyethylenimine and ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid. Then, the precursor
solutionwas spin coated on STO substrates. To decompose the polymer, the filmswere heated from room
temperature to 550 °C in the air. The uncrystallized samples were crystallized and sintered at 850 °Cunder
200 Pa oxygen pressure in a tubular furnace for one hour. In the last, the PCO thinfilmswere annealed about
1 Pa at various temperature. Themore details about the film growthwere documented in [13].

2.2.Methods
Resistivity wasmeasured by a standard four-probemethod using physical propertymeasurement system
(PPMS). The crystallization and surfacemorphologywere characterized byXRD (Rigaku SmartLab9KW) and
AFM (NaioAFM), repectively. SE (SopraGES-5)was utilized to explore dielectric function in the photon energy
range from1.55 to 4.13 eV at 75° incidence. XRD, AFMand SEwere all tested at room temperature (300 K).
Samples withTc0=22.7 K (named as SC22), 15.3 K (SC15) and a non-superconduting (NSC)were carried out.

3. Experimental results and discussion

3.1. Temperature dependence of resistivitymeasurement
Figures 1(a)–(c) show the temperature dependence of the resistivity for SC22, SC15 andNSC. For figures 1(a)
and (b), the values of resistivity decreasemonotonically with decreasing temperature down toTc0=22 K and
15 K, and thewidth of the superconducting transition is 1.67 K and 2.92 K for SC22 and SC15, respectively.
However, the resistivity ofNSC sample increasesmonotonically with decreasing temperature and shows the
insulator property.RRR is defined as the residual resistance ratio byR(300 K)/R(30 K), which equals to 8.22,
3.16 and 0.43 for SC22, SC15 andNSC, respectively. The values ofRRR are in agreementwithHe et alwork on
tunneling study of PCOfilms [14]. Due to the fact that the amount of impurities and crystallographic defects can
make the value ofRRR decrease, thus, non-superconducting sample hasmore disorder than superconducting
samples. In electron-doped cuprates, these defectsmainly come from the apical oxygen and in-plane oxygen
vacancies induced by under- or over-annealing process [14–16].

3.2. Crystal structure
To characterize the structure of PCO thinfilms, θ/2θwasmeasured, as seen infigure 2. The card number for
XRD is PDF#49-1891. All PCOpeaks on STO (00 l) are sharp, indicating that the films show a single phase and
c-axis orientationwith good crystallinity. (006) diffraction peaks shifted to lower angle fromSC22 toNSC stems
fromvariation of c-axis lattice constants which could be calculated by Bragg’s formula. The results show that the
lattice constants relatingwith apical oxygen contents are 12.199 Å, 12.209 Å and 12.235 Å for SC22, SC15 and
NSC, respectively, which is similar toMatsumoto et alwork [17].

3.3. Surface topography
AFM is a sufficientmethod to analyze the surfacemorphology and roughness of thinfilms, and the 3D graphs of
SC22, SC15 andNSC are shown infigures 3(a)–(c). The testing area is 1 μm×1 μmand the size of swells
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decreases as superconducting transition temperature increase. Based on thismeasuring results, roughness layer
should be added in the SE opticalmodel owning to surface sensitivity.

3.4. Spectroscopic ellipsometry
In SE experiment, the relevantmeasured quantities are tanΨ and cosΔwhich describe the change of polarization
state upon reflection, called complex reflectance ratio ρ:

etan 1
r

iir
c
c

= = Y D ( )

Figure 1.Temperature dependence of resistivity for PCO thinfilmswith variousTc0. The number in the sample name presents the
superconducting transition temperature.

Figure 2.XRDpatterns for SC22, SC15 andNSCof PCO thinfilms synthesized on (00l)-oriented STO substrate. 2θ testing range is
40–75 degree. The data are shifted vertically for clarity.
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whereχi andχr are the incident and reflected lightpolarization states, respectively [18]. Figure 4 exhibits the
experimental (grey solid lines) and simulated (dot lines) results of tanΨ andcosΔ forPCOthinfilms.Because SE is a
surface sensitive technique, a four-layer optical structure shouldbebuilt according toAFMresults, that is air/surface
roughness/PCO/STO-substrate (seefigure3(d)).Weconsider air as thefirst layer. Surface roughness as the second
layer ismodeledbyBruggemaneffective-mediumapproximationwith amixtureof thematerial (50%) andvoids
(50%), and the thickness of roughness is offeredbyAFM.PCOas the third layer is describedbyDrude and twoLorentz
oscillatorsdispersion.Because equation (1) is a nonlinear transcendental equation, inversionmethod is commonly
taken into account to treat aftermeasurementdata acquisition [19]. Thus, an evaluation function shouldbe added to
determine the goodness of theopticalmodel, andusually definedvia the lowestmean squared error (MSE) [20]:
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where n is the number ofmeasuredΨ andΔ, m is the number offit parameters and, cal and exp represent to
theoretically calculated data and experimentallymeasured data, respectively. Throughfitting the parameters of
Drude and Lorentz dispersion laws, a favorable agreement between simulation and experiment was obtained
and showed infigure 4, and the relatively smallMSE values are listed in table 1.

Finally, the imaginary part of dielectric functions (εi) of PCOare extracted from the opticalmodel as shown
infigures 5(a)–(c), respectively.Wefind that theDrude contribution remarked by diagonal lines gradually
decreases asTc0 decreasing, indicating thatmetal property of PCOdecreases in room temperature.

When the dielectric functions are extracted bymathematical inversion, the band structures ofmaterial can
be evaluated by aCP analysis which is performed by fitting second derivative spectra of ε(E) since it becomes zero
in a regionwhere the dielectric function varies smoothly [21]. The equations are expressed as follows [22]:
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InCPanalysis, (A,Ecp,Γ,j) arefitted as analysis parameters,where represent the amplitudeparameter, energyof
threshold, broadening and excitonic angle, respectively. In ourwork,we choosen=1/2 and εr and εi were
simultaneouslyfittedwhereas. The calculated and simulated spectra are exhibited infigures 5(d)–(f) for SC22, SC15
andNSCofPCOsamples.TheobtainedEcp andfittingparameters derived fromtheCPmodel are listed in table2.

3.5. Band gap of PCO
Fromtable 2, theEcp values are 1.87, 2.00 and2.14 eV for SC22, SC15andNSC, respectively.As apossibility, onemay
suspect that the gap results from the crystalfieldd-d transitionsbetween3d levels split by the crystalfield in thephoton

Figure 3.AFM3Dgraphs of SC22, SC15 andNSC for (a), (b) and (c), respectively. (d) is the opticalmodel for SE analysis.
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Figure 4.Experimental (grey solid lines) and simulated (dots) data of tan(Ψ) and cos(Δ) for SC22 (a), SC15 (b), NSC (c).

Figure 5. Solid lines represent the total εi and the diagonal lines are theDrude contribution dependence on photon energy for SC22
(a), SC15 (b), NSC (c) of PCO thinfilms. (d), (e) and (f) are thefitting results to d dEE2 2 2e( )/ fromCP analysis for SC22, SC15 and
NSCof PCO samples. Open circles represent numerically calculated data and fitted data are plotted using solid lines.

Table 1.MSE values.

sample SC22 SC15 NSC

MSE (10−4) 4.68 6.49 6.43
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energyof 1.4–2.4 eV.However, the forbiddend-d transitions are tooweak tobedetected in ellipsometrybecause it is
sensitive to strong transitions [7]. Inother research, it has been reported that the gap canbe attributed to interband
transition inhigh energy range (visible region) [1]. Thus, thebehaviorof intense transition couldbe assigned to charge-
transfer gap,whichhasbeen studiedbyopticalmeasurement [5–7, 23]. Asmentionedabove, the charge-transfer gap
represents the transitionbetweenO-2pband toupperHubbardbandwhich is formedby the Cu dx y2 2- -orbital band
split becauseof the strongon-site coulombrepulsion effect [3, 24, 25]. As early as 1990,Tokura et alpointedout the
charge-transfer gap exists positive correlationwith thenumberof apical oxygens [23]. Inourwork,wefind that
superconducting transition temperaturehasnegative correlationwith the charge-transfer gap forPCO,which is
consistentwithWang et al, seefigure 6.Uncovering this issuemayplays a significant role tounderstandparent
compounds.

Todisclose this phenomenon, apical oxygen contents shouldbe considered because the apical oxygens play a
strong scattering center role in electron-doped cuprate superconductors [26]. Asmentioned inXRD results, the c-
axis lattice constants are 12.199 Å, 12.209 Å and12.235 Å for SC22, SC15 andNSC.Very recently,Wei et alutilized
electrical transportmeasurement to explore the intrinsic electronic state ofPCOanddeclared that removing
oxygens is equal to introduce electrons,which is similar to dopeCe into system [13]. Therefore, according to the c-
axis lattice constants, it is evidential to viewdifferentTc0 as different doping electrons concentration in thiswork.

The reasonwhy the superconducting transition temperature has negative correlationwith the charge-
transfer gap for PCOcan be looked at the electronic states of theCu-Oplanes which control the physics of
cuprate high-Tc superconductors. On the one hand, the introduced electrons in PCOoccupy the states of Cu-3d
level, which equals to plus an effective potential toO-2p level. On the other hand, the effect of electrostatic
screening increases as the electrons increase, which leads to the on-site Coulomb interaction decreases among
Cu-3d electrons [27]. Therefore, the experimental phenomenon can be stemmed from the raising ofO-2p level
and declining of upperHubbard band, indicating that theO-2p level and upperHubbard bandwould bemerged
together as doping electrons into PCO. This scenario is clearer to directly explore the relationship of charge-
transfer gapwith the parent compound PCOwith differentTc0.

4. Conclusions

In summary, SE technique, as an accurate andnon-destructive optical detectionmethod, allows us to explore the
charge-transfer gap value for the parent compoundofPCOthinfilmswith variousTc0.More importantly,wefind

Figure 6. the negative relationship between transition gap and superconducting transition temperatureTc0.

Table 2. the parameters of the standard critical pointmodel.

Sample Am Ecp (eV) Γm (eV) jm (deg.)

SC22 0.0029 1.8794 0.1784 126.1060

SC15 0.0120 2.006 0.1935 137.2139

NSC 0.0243 2.1476 0.3917 278.2671
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that the charge-transfer gap has a negative correlationwithTc0. This phenomenon is related to the fact thatO-2p
bandmoves toward the upperHubbardbanddue to electrons doping into PCO system. In this case, wefirstly show
this result and directly provide a new insight for understand thenature of the cuprate high-Tc superconductors.
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